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Summary 
Funded by the Packard Foundation and Climate and Land Use Alliance (CLUA), Stanford’s Center on 
Food Security and the Environment (FSE), the National Team for the Acceleration of Poverty Reduction 
(TNP2K) chaired by the Vice President’s Office of Indonesia, and Daemeter Consulting conducted an 
experiment to test the impact of financial incentive in curtailing fire in Indonesia. The experiment took 
place in four districts in West Kalimantan: Kubu Raya, Sanggau, Ketapand and Sintang, involving 275 
villages of which, 75 were assigned to an incentive scheme and 200 were set up as comparisons.1 
 
The incentive scheme has three components: (a) village facilitation to introduce the experiment to 
community and provide basic knowledge on fire prevention, (b) a Rp 10 million ($750) upfront grant to 
help with fire prevention, and (c) conditional payment of Rp 150 million ($10,800) at the end of the fire 
season if successful in eliminating fires. Fire was monitored using aqua and terra satellite data. To win 
the incentive, villages could still clear land using fire strictly for traditional agriculture purposes with a 
maximum area of two hectare per household. To guarantee precision of hotspot records, villages were 
asked to record coordinates of agriculture area post clearing. Two data collection and a field work were 
also conducted to supplement the analytical part of the experiment. This report describes findings from 
the field work.  
 
Field work focused on exploring the reasons behind villages’ success and failure in winning the 
incentive. Interviewed was conducted to represent 3 groups of people: village leader (i.e. village head, 
village secretary, village official, religious leader), fire team, and common people particularly 
landowners. 21 out of 75 treatment villages won the incentive. We selected 10 villages that are spread 
evenly across 4 districts of which 5 villages lost and 5 villages won the incentives. A balance between 
peat and non-peat areas as well as small versus large villages was also taken into consideration.  

 

                                                             
1Author is the Chief Operating Officer for the project. This field report should be read in conjunction with two other project 
papers: “The Causes of Indonesia's Forest Fires”,  Ryan B Edwards, Walter Falcon, Matt Higgins, Rosamond L Naylor, World 
Development, in press (2019), and, "Fighting fire with finance? A randomized field experiment to curtail land-clearing fire in 
Indonesia”, Ryan B. Edwards, Walter P. Falcon, Gracia Hadiwidjaja, Matthew M. Higgins, Rosamond L. Naylor, and Sudarno 
Sumarto, draft, 2019. 
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Our questions focused on the following aspects that are related to hypothesis of why villages won/lost: 

1. Knowledge of the study: whether SAMPAN2 facilitation was well understood. 
Hypothesis: Village would not know what to do let alone win the incentive if information was not 
well received and understood.   
 

2. Efforts to win: what follow ups were made after the socialization and whether certain activities were 
more popular or more effective in both spreading information and reducing fire.  
Hypothesis: Village with more and/or better efforts had a better chance in winning the incentive.  
 

3. Village leadership: what role village leaders had in motivating villages to win the incentive.  
Hypothesis: More pro-active village leaders would do more efforts thus had a better chance of 
winning the incentive. 
 

4. Characteristics of village: regardless of efforts, village with less peat and less forest margin may have 
less fire and a better chance of winning. We also looked at the rigidity of culture and if good fire 
management had existed before our study.  
Hypothesis: Village with less peat, less forest margin, less rigid land clearing culture, and stronger fire 
management was more likely to win.  
 

5. Source of fire: where most fire came from, how far it was from the densely populated areas and how 
easy it was to reach. In other words, we wanted to know how much control villages have in managing 
fire. The other aspect that we explored was whether winning is a result of luck and that having no 
fire in 2018 was an aberrant event.  
Hypothesis: Despite the increase in efforts, villages which source of fire was relatively unknown and 
harder to access would have more problems in managing fire and in winning the incentive. 
 

6. Alternative source of income: whether agriculture, specifically the one that requires land clearing, 
was the only source of income available in the village.  
Hypothesis: Village with more alternative sources of income burned less compared to villages where 
agriculture was the only source of income. 

Winning villages did not succeed by luck, in fact a combination of factors contributed to their success. 
Although a single factor is not sufficient to explain village success overall winning requires the existence 
of a proactive person who motivates other villagers to win.   

1. Good village governance was a necessary but not a sufficient condition for villages to win. Good 
governance ensured a good flow of information where the study was known not only by village head 
but also by many, though not necessarily everyone, in the community.  
 

2. Winning villages had so called “a mover” who proactively made the efforts to win. In most cases the 
mover was either one of or both village head and village secretary. In one village however the mover 
was a non-village official who used his own resources to create his own fire team knowing that he 
could get a share of the incentive if village won.  

 
 

 
 

                                                             
2 SAMPAN Kalimantan is a West Kalimantan based NGO contracted for this project.  
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3. The most common method used by villages to win the incentive was more coordination during land 
clearing. If existed, fire team was usually assigned to help during land clearing. Villages did not stop 
the practice of burning for land clearing due to the study however they tried to be more careful 
though some villagers interpreted this as having to avoid getting caught by satellites. On the other 
hand, informal socialization mostly during prayer meetings was perceived to be the most effective 
way of creating awareness among winning villages.  Fire patrol on the other hand was hardly ever 
performed.  
 

4. Submitting hotspot coordinates was the strongest proof that village had done efforts to win the 
incentive. Recording hotspot location was not an easy task for villages to accomplish in this study. 
The offline GPS application that villages had to use to record coordinates demanded additional efforts 
to learn and many villages had claimed to not do it because they did not know how to use the app. 
As a result, very few villages, including the winning ones, submitted the coordinates but when they 
did, it showed a great understanding and efforts to win the incentive.  
 

5. Physical aspects of village mattered in winning the incentive. Villages with less peat and less forest 
margin had less fire and therefore had a better chance to win. In terms of culture, there was a 
spectrum of rigidity in which villages that plant paddy strictly to keep Dayak tradition typically would 
not plant on peat as paddy does not grow well on peat. On the other hand, non-Dayak or less rigid 
Dayak farmers who grew rubber, oil palm, or any other crops aside from paddy would do so on peat. 
Less diverse and stricter Dayak villages would follow the right steps of clearing land as part of their 
tradition. Yet more diverse and less strict Dayak villages had become more ignorant about the safety 
rules of burning especially for the younger generations.   
 

6. The existence of companies in general, based on community’s testimonies, brought positive impacts 
to villages in terms of fire management. Companies were willing to provide staffs and equipment to 
not only protect their own plantations but also to help community clear land.  
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Stories from 10 villages3   
 
 
 
 

Why village lost 

• The main reason this village lost is because no one understood the study. Village secretary 
remembered SAMPAN coming to the village, yet his knowledge was limited only to village 
receiving 10 million and that there was a competition in which village could receive a reward. 
He did not know what should be done and how much money was at stake in the incentive.  

• He claimed that he had told the community and village fire team (MPA) about the competition 
but when we asked head of dusun4, village police, and a villager no one knew or admitted to 
have been invited or attended any fire related socialization last year. They all looked startled 
and confused.  

• The dynamic of village governance was not very conducive especially when the conversation 
about 10 million came up. Village staffs and secretary all pointed to village head to be 
responsible for the money. The fear of not spending the 10 million right overpowered the 
spirit of winning the 150 million.  

•  Village head acted avoidant and eventually claimed that he used 10 million for patrol, but the 
fire team denied it.   
 
 
 

                                                             
3 Names of villages were removed to protect the confidentiality of interviews.  
4 Dusun is an administrative unit smaller than village.  
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Source of fire 

• The main source of fire in this village is agriculture. Mekar Sari is a transmigration village, but 
not the Soeharto-mostly- Javanese transmigration. Instead the majority of people (more than 
60%) are from Madura who were forced to flee due to civil conflicts that happened in 1999. 
Most people now live from agriculture (40%), rubber (40%), and oil palm (30%). Unlike 
Javanese however Madura people are not farmers in their hometown. Most people in Madura 
are salt farmers who live nearby water hence they do not have any good knowledge in (paddy) 
farming practice. People in this village clear land using fire mainly to reduce acidity of peat 
land (not for the purpose of practicing swidden agriculture) and unlike Dayak, they are not 
very careful in doing it.  When we passed by the village for example, we saw people clear land 
using fire right next to a window of a house. Unlike Dayak communities who prioritize planting 
paddy, most people in this village plant corn.  

• To make things worse, almost the entire village consist of 8 meter deep peat with difficult 
access to water. During dry season all sewages are dry, and this lack of access to water were 
repeatedly mentioned by respondents.  

• There is an oil palm company inside the village and people can buy seedlings inside the village.  
Village secretary claimed that there is a verbal rule that remained loosely implemented to pay 
a fine of 500K IDR/palm tree if fire spread during land clearing.  

• There had been no coordination between village and the company in terms of fire prevention 
with the company only took care of its own area. Village has a fire team consists of 10 people 
but the team did not do any patrol and there was no incentive available to pay them.  

• Village was pretty well equipped with each dusun owning a firefighting equipment. 

 

 

 

 

Why village won 

• Two factors that help this village won are well received socialization/facilitation by SAMPAN 
and the existence of a small group that committed to win the prize. This village took SAMPAN 
facilitation seriously possibly because SAMPAN had worked before with the village on other 
projects. Village officials, head of dusun, village parliament (BPD) we talked to remembered 
clearly who came, when, where, what was being discussed during the facilitation.  

• A group of 3 people that consisted of village head, head of dusun, and a BPD member 
responded really well to the socialization. Members of this small group did not necessarily like 
each other but especially for one person (the BPD member), the fact that the prize could freely 
be used for anything fueled his ambition to win. He created his own fire team to help 
community watch fire during land clearing. Though not everyone were following instructions, 
this ad-hoc group asked community to report to head of RT (RT is a unit area smaller than 
dusun) before burning so they could schedule a watch-over and asked people to divide areas 
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to be burned into smaller parts to obey study’s instructions. They did not however do any fire 
patrol.  

• The real village fire team on the other hand did not do anything neither did village staffs and 
the rest of people in the village.   

• The ad-hoc fire team did not get to enjoy any of the 10 million. Members worked on their 
own initiatives with no incentives and was only motivated by a promise that there would be 
a feast if village was able to win. It’s not clear what 10 million was being used for. Village head 
claimed that he used 2.5 million patrol (but of course everyone claimed that there was no 
patrol) and saved 7.5 million for an emergency fire prevention activities.  

• The BPD member was not happy that he was not informed about the 10 million and he was 
even more upset, when now after village won, he was not able to get a funding to pay for a 
celebration that he had promised his team. Village officials insisted that money must be used 
for fire related activities. This did not happen because of misinformation. All village officials 
know that money can be used for anything, in fact during the announcement ceremony in the 
Bupati office village head brought 18 of his staffs to attend the event which clearly talked 
about the prize.   

• Although BPD member was very vocal and angered by village officials, everyone we talked to 
(including people that denied his request for a celebration) admitted that he had worked hard 
to make sure there was no fire last year. His team however now refused to work as their 
request was denied especially when they knew that in theory, the money can be used for a 
feast.  During this trip, we had sat together with him and district officials to help resolve this 
conflict.   

• Despite this conflict, village head generally is well liked. His staffs could even talk about his 
vision which was to make village boundaries official.  

 

Source of fire 

• The main source of fire in this village is agriculture. Majority of people are transmigrants from 
Java who work as farmers planting rubber, oil palm (mostly smallholders), corn and paddy. 

• What is special from this village is that the use of chemical substance/poison had been 
introduced for decades in land clearing. The method is feasible because people plant on 
shallow secondary forest instead of the dense primary forest as there is not much primary 
forest left.   

• Poison is sold everywhere in the village with relatively affordable price. 1 bottle costs 60K IDR 
and can be used to clear ¼ hectare of land.   

• There is also not much peat in the village. Less than 1/3 of the village has shallow peat. 
• There is an oil palm company in the village (PT MAR). Although village complains that the 

company did not give people fair salary, there had been a good coordination in terms of fire 
prevention with company provided equipment that community could borrow when needed. 
They also work together when there is fire (last one was in 2016).  

• Like other villages, water was limited during dry season.  
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Why village won 

• Two main factors contribute to village victory namely a dominant and well respected village 
head, and the declining reserve of agriculture land. 

• Village head is a well-respected figure who came from an important Dayak family in the 
village. Among all village heads I talked to, I found him to be the brightest and the most out-
spoken. He is only a high school graduate but is very tough, having worked as a truck driver in 
the city before his family called him home to become a village head. He was not afraid to seize 
a piece of land that he claimed belongs to the village from the previous owner and referred 
to many people in the village as his “uncles”. 

• Village head and fire team attended SAMPAN socialization, remembered, and understood the 
experiment. Community did not necessarily know our project by name but knew that the 
government was providing an assistance for fire prevention.  

• Village head said that he had “stolen a start” claiming that after SAMPAN socialization, he did 
not do anything special except for doing more informal persuasion usually after weekly night 
prayer meeting in his house. He has a strong view on swidden agriculture and calls the practice 
to be “not worth the cost”.  He forbid people with no source of water to burn and instructed 
smallholders to only buy authentic seedlings and use fertilizer. In addition to fire prevention, 
he is passionate about children’s education by encouraging parents to send their kids to 
school.  

• The village fire team was founded in 2017 and consists of 33 people.  The team did not do any 
patrol but is ready to help anyone who needs help clearing land. The main task of the team is 
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to raise awareness from the community on fire. Considering this duty, village perceived having 
uniforms as a priority as often time, people that the team members have to persuade is an 
immediate or distant family if theirs, hence uniforms will allow them to distant themselves 
and add authorities so that they can do their job. Village bought the uniforms in 2019. During 
our study, they used 10 million to buy 1 firefighting equipment and to pay transportation 
money for the fire team. 
 

Source of fire 

• The main source of fire in the village is the traditional agriculture. However the reason why 
there was not that much fire is that the percentage of people who still do agriculture is 
relatively small. Only 30% of people still own land to clear and even that, not all of them clear 
land every year as most people have made a living from oil palm. 60% of people in the village 
are Dayak and usually only Dayak elderly who are fanatic to the paddy planting tradition who 
still clear land.  They do not clear land to earn a living. As part of a tradition, land clearing had 
been performed carefully, even prior to this study, by using a separator and a good 
preparation of firefighting equipment beforehand.  

• Village head also actively controls land ownership in the village. He seized land whose owners 
could not prove their ownerships and turned it into village land. This sent a signal to the 
community to be more careful in claiming land however in 2016 there was fire in the village 
in which rumor has it that it happened as a form of protest from someone whose land had 
just been seized.  

• 30% of village area is still forest and although 50% is peat it is located near protected forest 
not near the densely populated area.  

• There are 3 oil palm companies in the village and since the big fire of 2015, there had been 
coordination in terms of fire prevention. Company is ready to help when village needs 
assistance clearing land. Smallholders however sell their ffb to a company outside the village. 

• The use of 150 million had not been discussed, but most likely it will be spent for fire team 
and to build road to remote locations in the village. While other districts left the decision to 
spend the prize to villages, Sintang is an exception in which district officials planned to provide 
guidelines on how winning villages can spend their prize. Until now however district officials 
have not followed up on the guidelines and we had talked to the Bupati about this issue during 
this trip.  
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Why village lost 

• The main reason village lost is because there is no alternative source of income aside from 
agriculture. Village is remote, has no electricity, and is located 8 hours from the city with no 
company operating in the village. As a result most people live from traditional agriculture.  

• Village governance is solid and the nicest among other villages. The friendliness of village 
staffs may as well be an indication that they had been too soft in fire management. Another 
downside is that since village is very far from the city, village officials are often absent from 
the village and mostly stay in the city where village head owns a house.   

• Village head, village parliament, head of dusun, fire team all knew about the study and about 
how the 10 million was being spent on which was to buy a sprayer and do socialization. They 
even had talked about what they wanted to use the 150 million which is to buy music 
instruments, renovate a church, and buy a generator.  

• Based on their understanding of the study, what they did to try to win the incentives was to 
tell people to burn at 9-11 am or 4-9 pm which they claimed was what SAMPAN told them to 
do. They were not aware of size limitation for land to burn. They put announcement/ 
pamphlet and did socialization informally during community engagement and prayer 
meetings.  When clearing land fire is usually up for 1 hour but the ember will last for about 12 
hours.   

• Head of dusun claimed that people have been instructed to report before clearing land 
however 2 people had been caught to have burned outside the determined time range. 
Village head was really disappointed thinking that these people were the reason village lost.  
Village has a fire team with 24 people as members. They did patrols funded by the 10 million 
but stopped doing it after the study finished as they have no money to pay for the incentives. 

• There are still a lot of land that can be used for agriculture. Village is mostly swamp with very 
small area of peat and primary forest. People usually clear land that is located about 2 km 
from the populated area so fire is usually visible.   
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• Majority of people plant paddy, rubber, pepper, or go to Malaysia to earn a living. No one 
plants oil palm as neither any company nor middleman was found in the village due to bad 
road access. 

• No NGO or institution ever come to the village for fire prevention related activities.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Why village lost 

• There is a misunderstanding about the study. Village head was obviously upset for not winning 
claiming that he had done everything that SAMPAN told him. Village head told us that 
SAMPAN came multiple times to their village, did 1 facilitation, and he did another one to 
inform the community about the study. 

• Village misunderstood the study in the following respect:  
(a) As long as village recorded the name and area of people who cleared land then village 

would win the incentive regardless of the total area or any other aspects. 
(b) Scheduling in his definition was asking everyone to burn at 3 pm to avoid the satellite. 

As a result, hotspots report of this village is full of names of people who burned their 
land simultaneously at 3 pm.  

• We talked to head of dusun and a villager who owns a land and is a member of the fire team, 
both knew about the study but again misunderstood the concept stating that as long as village 
could list the names of those who burned with the areas included, village would receive 150 
million without knowing any other details about the study. Moreover they did not know if 
village won or lost.   

• Both head of dusun and a member of the fire team knew about the 10 million and they said 
village head distributed the money for consumption and phone money. Additionally village 
bought walkie talkies and put banners up using the money.  

• Village has a fire team founded in 2017 with 32 members who had been trained by sub-district 
officials in 2018. They received no incentives, did not do any patrol and only helped 
community when they needed help clearing land. Village has 2 water pumps. 

• Village head did not take his lost well. He blamed neighboring villages for the lost, but head 
of dusun who lives in that neighboring area said that there was no fire from that location. 

• Overall though village head is very well liked by the community. He is known for being honest 
and developing good programs, and the village had won a district award for being the most 
transparent.  
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Source of fire 

• The main source of fire today in the village is swidden agriculture. The peak of oil palm 
expansion had relatively passed with 70% of villagers had planted or worked for oil palm 
companies while the remaining 30% remained to live from swidden agriculture.   

• Village has no peat but the majority of people still do swidden agriculture including those who 
had made a living from oil palm. Rice field extensification program that Jokowi is promoting 
has also been tried in the village and although some villagers have planted on that land, 
people do not stop burning as it does not solve the problem of lack of irrigation. Village head 
said that people will only stop when there’s no more land left to burn. Clearing land by fire 
was chosen as it is the cheapest method to clear land. People have no knowledge on 
alternative methods to plant paddy.   

• There are 2 oil pam companies in the village, one state owned and one private owned. 
Seedlings are sold inside the village by the village owned enterprise (bumdes)  

• The state owned company, PTPN 13, had a bad relationship with the community. They bought 
ffb at a lower price than middlemen and since 2012 had stopped not buying from farmers in 
the village and eventually went bankrupt. Some villagers still work there without being paid.  

• The private own palm oil company, PT SIA,  buys ffb from villagers, work together with 
villagers in fire prevention, and has equipment that village can borrow when needed.  
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Why village won 

• Similar to Mensiku village won due to proactive village head and the declining reserve of 
agriculture land.  

• Socialization went very well in this village. Village head, head of dusun, and community knew 
about the study, the 10 million, and the 150 million. 

• As a follow up, village head put banners up and made a rule in which only a maximum of 5 
areas could be cleared per day. Additionally people must report before clearing land and must 
do it after 4 pm. In fact this village is one of the few villages that correctly reported hotspot 
coordinates.  

• Village does not have any fire team and even with this study decided not to form one and 
relied on local wisdom for manageable land clearing. Village did not own or buy any 
equipment as 10 million was being used for consumption during land clearing. Villagers used 
their own equipment or company’s when they needed it.  

• Maju Karya is neighboring with Suka Gerundi which lost in the study. They shared the same 
oil palm company and similar physical characteristics.  

 

Source of fire 

• The main source of fire in this village is agriculture. Village head admitted that he did not think 
his village would win. He thought that village won due to his good relations with SAMPAN and 
that satellites simple did not capture hotspots as people burned after 4 pm.  
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• There is no peat in the village and there is only limited forest area left as the majority of land 
had been converted into oil palm plantation.  

• Village head is well liked by the community as he is known to be firm, down to earth, care 
about the community, and run good programs.  

• Village plans to spend the 150 million to form a firm team consists of 15 people, buy uniforms, 
buy 19 sets of firefighting equipment, walkie talkies, and pay for operational of the fire team.  

• There are two oil palm companies in the village (PTPN XIII and ASL). Since the big fire in 2015, 
village and companies had worked together in handling fire.  

• The majority of people in this village are Dayak who live from oil palm and rubber. Some 
villagers also make and sell rattan handicrafts. Despite not relying on agriculture for main 
income, people who still have land still do agriculture (paddy and vegetables) to both meet 
household food consumption and preserve the Dayak tradition.   

• Land extension had been tried in this village but similar to stories from the neighboring village, 
it could not solve the problem of lack of irrigation therefore not all of the land could be 
planted. Village head concluded that people will not stop clearing land until there is no more 
land left to clear. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Why village lost  

• Among 10 villages, Setungkup is the one village where oil palm is most apparent to be a 
culprit. All answers that we received point to oil palm expansion that is happening in the 
village. The severity of fire had gotten public attention. Due to a big fire in company’s peat 
area in 2018, that was when our study happened, village police had instructed people to 
report and take a picture of their area before clearing it so that they could be held accountable 
when fire spread. Despite all that, village secretary admitted there had been no decline in 
hotpots from 2017 to 2018. When that did not work, in 2019 police had decided to visit 
community door to door to make sure people were careful about fire.  

• Village did not understand the study very well.  Village secretary, village staff, and head of 
dusun remembered SAMPAN yet only village secretary understood the incentive. Others only 
knew that SAMPAN gave 10 million to the village which misleadingly being understood could 
only be spent if big fire happened.  Moreover the village had not been spent 10 million due 
to the fear fearing of making the wrong decision.   

• Follow up socialization was done during religious meetings and RT meetings. Head of dusun 
told us that community was asked to work together in clearing land, watch for fire until it 
really died down, and recorded area plus location of burning. Village secretary claimed that 
people must burn after 6 pm when the wind had tapered and community complaint about 
this restriction.  

• When looking at village dynamic, village head has held his position for 3 periods and is trusted 
by the community 
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Source of fire  

• Majority of people in the village are Dayak. The source of fire is agriculture, but when asked 
what commodity was planted afterwards, oil palm was mentioned by everyone.  All 
respondents expected oil palm to grow even further in the next years. People who inherited 
land from their parents had converted or intended to convert their land into oil palm 
plantation. 

• Main source of income in the village is oil palm. Smallholders in the village are well organized 
and village head had formed groups for oil pam and rubber farmers. There are 4 oil palm 
companies in the village with all smallholders sell to these companies. There is an oil palm 
cooperative in the village supported by companies that sells fertilizer. Company gives fair 
rates when buying oil palm  

• Village claimed that the practice of swidden agriculture will only stop when there are no more 
land left to clear. Land that could not be planted with paddy would be planted with oil palm 
and people had to find a new land to plant paddy. Oil palm was typically planted on land that 
had been planted with paddy before but was no longer good for that purpose.  

• Village has a large peat area (about 40%) but unlike other villages who admitted to have 
burned peat, village claimed that people have not burned on peat as the acidity makes it hard 
to plant on. Forest 30% left and village had planned to make it conservation forest. Canal 
blocking was made surrounded company’s area but not anywhere else 

• Most forest are secondary and the remaining primary process that is left is in the process to 
be made conservation forest.  

• Village has no fire team yet one of the companies (KSPA) had helped community by providing 
sprayers, heavy equipment, and their fire team. The company even trained villagers on fire 
fighting.   

• No NGO or institution ever came to the village to talk about fire prevention. 
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Why village lost 

• Two reasons why this village lost are over dependency on company in handling fire and a 
famous fishing site located in the village.  

• It was very clear during our conversation that village leaves the business of fire prevention 
and firefighting to oil palm companies located in the village. There are two oil palm companies 
(UAI and MSL) but one in particular, MSL, is very protective of their plantation especially after 
a big fire in 2018 from which they suffered a big loss. MSL had always been helpful and 
cooperative in helping people to clear land. Whenever people wanted to clear land, they 
would report to the village office who would report to MSL to arrange a schedule so they 
could help and lend their equipment.  In 2019 MSL even provided 3 sets of firefighting 
equipment and used heavy equipment to help community clear land. 

• The downside was that village completely left the business of fire prevention to MSL. When 
there was fire, village would call up the company and pay money to the company’s fire team.   

• MSL has their own fire team which they recruited and paid while village also founded its own 
fire team in 2017 based on district instruction which consists of 12 people. The village team 
was only active for a year in 2017-2018 when village allocated from village fund (DD) and paid 
each member 500K IDR/3 months. MSL also trained them in 2018 and they patrolled every 
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day during this period. When village stopped allocating money for the team which was made 
worse by jealousy towards company’s fire, the village fire team stopped working. At the same 
time village has little motivation to spend money on their own fire team as company is always 
available to help. 

• Village head and his staff knew and remembered clearly SAMPAN socialization but did not do 
any follow ups. Village staff told us he had private conversations with facilitators. He 
understood the study, but strangely he did not know about the 10 million 

• Governance dynamic is not good. Village head has had his position for 3 periods and is known 
to not be proactive. Village secretary was also very oddly chosen from outside the village 
hence does not live in the village nor is he accessible to the community. This is a very strange 
choice of village secretary made by village head.  

• Specifically for Ketapang district, in 2018, head of district (Bupati) asked all villages to buy 
firefighting equipment which purchase was coordinated by the district and paid from village 
fund (DD). So every village in Ketapang now has an equipment but this mass purchase is now 
being investigated due to potential corruption.  
 

Source of fire 

• The main source of fire in this village are fishing and hunting. The number of people who still 
practice swidden agriculture is very small as there’s not much land left to clear with most land 
have been converted into oil palm plantations owned by companies. Majority of people and 
those who burn are was Dayak mainly to reduce acidity of peat land and make it fertile. Yet 
people usually will report to village then the company who will gladly help them.  

• When given a choice, people choose to receive a fixed amount of money from companies for 
cultivating their land instead of cultivating land by themselves. Hence there is no smallholders 
association and such. The rest of people who do not plant oil palm, plant rubber or work for 
companies hence almost no one plants paddy anymore.  

• Almost all village is covered with 4 meter deep peat with only little forest left. The two 
companies are located on peat and fire always come from company areas. The same peat 
spot is a famous fishing locations where even people from other villages catch fish in. The 
fishing scene is very interesting in this village. Dayak people love eating fish and while men 
would go to work to earn a living, the job of catching fish for meals are left to be done by 
women. Most who fish are women, and since the location requires them to fish from a boat 
nearby peat, they all smoke to get rid of mosquitos. Since you need to cross the water to get 
there, fire is usually hard to handle once it starts.   

• Fire always come from this fishing location that is directly bordered with the company here 
and companies are very cautious of this fire. They helped everyone in the village to clear land 
to make sure fire did not spread and have its own fire team.  

• The other source of fire is hunting activities particularly for deer. Freshly burned grass attracts 
deer hence people often burn on purpose without paying good attention to the location.  

• We also interviewed a small holder who used to be in the village fire team. He is extremely 
knowledgeable on seedlings and fertilizer. He googled and ordered seedlings online from 
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South Sumatera and usually bought fertilizer in the village. He is Dayak but he did not clear 
land by burning this year as he has no more land to do so.  

• Everyone mentioned the biggest challenge to reduce fire in this village is to raise awareness 
among smokers especially those who do it while fishing.  

 

 

 

 

Why village lost 

• Desa Jambi is located right next to Desa Sungai Buluh and their story was very similar to Desa 
Sungai Buluh. Both villages pointed to the same location when talking about the source of fire 
which is peat where companies are located very close to the famous fishing site. The same 
companies (MSL and UAI) as the ones in Sungai Buluh are located in this village. While MSL is 
the biggest company in Sungai Buluh, UAI is the biggest in Jambi.  

• The reason why this village lost is very similar to Sungai Buluh. Village officials were not pro-
active nor transparent to its people. Village head did not know about our study which like 
many other village matters were delegated to village secretary. Village secretary knew 
SAMPAN and the study but he was not aware of 2 hectare per household limitation and 
thought that prize money could only be used to buy firefighting equipment. Moreover he 
claimed to be pessimistic since the village had been known to always have fire.  

• Village secretary claimed socialization attended by village officials, head of dusun/rt as well 
as the community and that 10 million is being used for banner and patrol.  When we 
crosschecked this with a member of village parliament and a member of fire team, they 
claimed to have heard rumors about 10 million but did not know about 150 million and was 
not invited to SAMPAN socialization. Fire team did not receive anything and they claimed to 
have never been asked to involve in any decision makings in the village. Communication 
between village officials and community had never been good as people were never informed 
of any village activities. 

• Fire team was founded and trained by Manggala Agni in 2016. Village never gave any 
incentives to the fire team therefore stopped doing any work after the training. This same 
team however is now being paid by UAI to do patrol due to the aftermath of 2018 fire in the 
company area.  
 

Source of fire 

• Similar to Desa Sungai Buluh, fire was always sourced from company’s peat area that is also a 
famous fishing site. This particular spot was hard to access as the location was separated by 
water from village dry land and there was no road that reaches the area. It would be 
impossible for fire team to watch for this area either even if they did any patrol.  
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• Only few people still clear land as there are no more land/forest left as the majority had been 
converted into oil palm plantations. Most people live from oil palm either by owning land or 
working for the company. Land clearing is now only performed by religious leaders as a 
symbolic ceremony representing welfare within the Dayak tradition.  

• Smallholders sell to PT UAI and there is no smallholders association. They seed their own 
seedlings, and fertilizer cannot be bought in the village. 

• In 2018, there was a big fire in the UAI area covering 20000 Ha in which the company suffered 
a huge loss and now still owes fines to the local government. This incident forced UAI to start 
paying the community to do patrols. Now he is hired by UAI by contract to do patrol during 
dry season for 150K IDR/day. Company also promised an additional incentives if they 
managed to guard their estate. Company however did not provide any firefighting equipment 
to village 

• The fire of 2018 also raised people had more awareness about fire now they started to more 
strictly follow the traditional ways to clear land which was slowly lost which is to build 
blockages and started fire against the direction of the wind.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Why village won 

• Village officials are very pro-active and the community is solid. Village officials, Dayak leaders, 
head of dusun all attended the facilitation and understood the study well. Village officials 
even knew how to use the offline GPS app that was taught during the facilitation and was one 
of few villages that reported hotspot coordinates.   

• Note that it was the same facilitator who came to all villages in Ketapang hence discrepancies 
in understanding the study for villages in Ketapang can be concluded to not be due to the 
facilitator. 

•  Village secretary claimed that before SAMPAN came, village never organized any fire related 
activities or paid special attention to fire. When asked why he decided to believe in the study, 
he said 10 million given to the village was a proof of good intention 

• After the socialization, village secretary invited all head of dusun to meet and talk about the 
study.  Village fire team has 10 members and was founded in 2015 even before the district 
instruction that was issued in 2017 but the team did not do anything until money was 
allocated for them based on district regulation in 2018. The team received 9 million from ADD 
in 2018, and in 2019 the allocation declined to 5 million. 10 million was also used for patrol.  
Equipment was also relatively good with 10 sprayers bought in 2018. 

• Village decided to fund the fire team as community wanted to preserve the land that is still 
left in the village.  Health impact was not one of the motivations as there is no awareness 
saying that villagers have strong lungs.  
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• There is an oil palm company in the village but there had been no coordination in terms of 
fire prevention. Mangga agni or NGO never came for fire prevention activities either.  In fact 
when community wanted to clear land near the company area, the company’s staff recorded 
people’s names threatening that if fire spreads, company would report them to the police.  

• There were no additional members in the fire team after SAMPAN but the team worked 
harder to win the rewards. They did not do any patrol but help people watch fire when people 
clear land to avoid it from spreading.  

• When asked why village thinks they could win, they said community and village officials in the 
village are simply in harmony. The village is very homogenous with everyone being Catholic 
and coming from a single Dayak tribe (Setangkai Empat). 

• Village head was only in power for 1 period. He was well respected by the community as he 
ran good programs (solar panel, concrete road), persuasive, down to earth, and always kept 
his words. Unfortunately he got arrested a few months ago for drugs possession. 

• The village had spent 150 million to buy firefighting equipment (7 units), nozzle, water tank, 
and incentives for fire team. He said other purposes could still be funded by other sources of 
village income. 

 

Source of fire 

• The main source of fire is swidden agriculture. This village is very superstitious claiming that 
planting paddy is a must for Dayak and cannot be represented only by religious leaders like 
what people in Desa Jambi mentioned. People in this village claimed that clearing land 
predicts luck in the next year and signifies that earth gives fresh, safety, comfort in their home 
thus at least 80% of villagers must do it. People still buy rice despite planting their own paddy 
hence swidden agriculture was conducted more for keeping traditions. Planting paddy is for 
own consumption, if not been done bad luck will happen. Planting paddy.  

• There is no peat in the village with only very small area of primary forest which villagers admit 
will most likely decline soon due to swidden agriculture.  

• Steps in clearing land: 1. Find a land that is suitable for (always) paddy.  This can be either 
primary or secondary forest, 2. Before clearing the land they would wait for the nature to 
send a sign through dreams. Good dreams (adat sandam) signifies it is time to clear the land, 
bad dreams means he must find a new location, 4. Slash small trees, 5. Slash medium trees 
(sakat), 6. Slash big trees, 7. Collect slashed trees and burn them usually in July or August 
when it’s close to the rainy season.  

• Religious leader said there is no one right method to burn, some do it in a circle other do it in 
one line. Even before having fire team 70% of people in the village would help provided only 
with food and drinks. The process usually lasts for 2-3 hours. Neighboring villages would also 
coordinate when they want to clear land especially at the borders.  

• Main source of income in the village is 30% oil palm and 70% construction workers, rubber 
farmers, and paddy farmers. There is a farmer association in the village. They buy fertilizer 
from outside the village and seed their own seedlings or buy from middlemen.  
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• Like any Dayak, people in this village also fish but they use a different method from the one 
that people in Jambi/Sungai Buluh use. In this village people spoon fish from the side of the 
sewage without having to use baits. While in Jambi/Sungai Buluh people fish from the boat.  

• Religious law still strictly applies in this village. Recently parents whose child accidentally 
played with fire and burned someone’s garden must pay 1.5 million to the owner. Previous 
religious leader even stepped down due to the large number of cases that he had to handle.  

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

   


